




Light has properties and those properties  
have effects such that they can make your 
photographs dramatic, beautiful or 
seemingly real





The properties of light

The effects of light

The types of light

And – importantly – that a camera sees light 
differently than you do.



Light has:

Colour

Intensity

It can be hard or soft

It can come from natural 

or artificial sources

It can be direct or scattered



Light itself has colour and the colour differs 
with the time of day, the altitude and the 
nature of the subject















White balance is a computer adjustment (done 
in your camera or afterwards) which allows 
adjustment of the overall colour tone  in the 
image. 

























Light can be hard or soft. Hard light is harsh 
and associated with mid-day



The Dreaded Mid Day

Light at mid-day can be very 
intense. The suns rays are 
directly overhead and the 
light is scattered. The effects ..





 Soft Light is very important. It is created by:

 Diffusers, including cloud

 The effects of mist or rain

 The fact that the sun is gone

 By physical tools the photographer uses

 Including bouncing light











Let’s say you are travelling and you have to 
take pictures in the middle of the day. What 
can you do?















































Portraits demand attention to lighting. For most 
of us, that means natural light. We need to pay 
careful attention to where we place the subject 
in relation to the light source  and the kind of 
light. The results can be very different.

Let’s see some examples…



















The little pop up flash on your camera is not 
too powerful and has limited uses, but it is 
good for some things. It is especially useful for 
portraits where shade is a problem.







You can use the pop-up flash in some situations







The camera sees light quite differently than we 
do. This is because the human eye has a huge 
dynamic range. 















And how good is that,
when you were there
at the moment when the
light was so fantastic






